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Welcome to our 2nd Codeland! I hope you have
an amazing time in our wonderful world of code,
learn tons of stuff and meet incredible people!
If you have need absolutely anything, please
feel free to go to one of the registration tables or
DM us @CodeNewbies.
Happy conferencing!
Saron

Friday, May 4
8:30 AM • Registration & Breakfast
9:30 AM • Talks
• Welcome Nikhil Paul, Saron Yitbarek

Codeland is brought to you with the
help of these amazing sponsors!

• Make Your Own Photoshop Katie Jergens
• What I Learned From Managing My First Open Source Project
on GitHub Shannon Crabill
• I Built Software to Kill People Caleb Thompson

10:45 AM • Morning Break
11:05 AM • Talks
• Open Source Panel
• Using Robotics as a Tool for Problem Solving in Ghana
Sedinam Worlanyo
• Open Source for ...Bad? Bianca Escalante

Open Source Sponsor

12:20 PM • Lunch
1:20 PM • Workshops (select one)
• Code Your Way to $1K Even If You Don’t Know How to Code
Adda Birnir
• Intro to Wordpress Angela Andrews, Ebonie Butler
• Mflix & Chill: A binge-worthy introduction to MongoDB
Aydrian Howard, Michael Lynn
• Intro to Git, GitHub, the CLI and more! Eric Hollenberry, Brian
Douglas
• Building Bootstrap Carlos Filoteo

• Lights, Sensors, and RaspberryPis Chris Harrold
• Web Components + Polymer Chris Lorenzo, John Riviello
• Intro to Travis CI Hiro Asari, Renée Hendricksen
• Resume Prep Julie Menge
• Move Fast and Break Nothing: An Intro to Object Oriented
Programming Mariel Freyre
• Technical Blogging with Jekyll Monica Powell

11:05 AM • Morning Break
11:25 AM • Talks
• Code and Community Anil Dash
• Optimize Prime: More Pixels Than Meets The Eye
Henri Helvetica
• Application of Data Science in Livestock Disease Diagnosis
Aman Irshad

• Community Coding with Condé Nast Technology
12:40 PM • Lunch
4:25 PM • Talks
• Using Big Data to Improve the Music Listening Experience
Paul Lamere
• Closing Saron Yitbarek

7 PM • GitHub Afterparty, presented by Flatiron School (RSVP
required)

Saturday, May 5
8:30 AM • Registration & Breakfast
9:30 AM • Talks
• Welcome Back Nikhil Paul, Saron Yitbarek
• How To Make Your Website So Fast It Goes Viral In Japan
Ben Halpern
• Is Your Debugger Bugging You? How to Successfully Debug
Your Programs Dorothy Phoenix
• A Bossy Sort of Voice: Using natural language processing to
quantify sexism in Harry Potter Eleanor Stribling
• Creating My Own Gulp-based Email Workflow Tori Pugh

1:40 PM • Talks
• It’s Never Been A Better Time to Learn Layout CSS
Jen Simmons
• How To Learn To Code When You Have No Time and No
Money Colleen Schnettler
• What’s in a Button? UI Engineering and Building Component
Libraries Bonnie Zhou

2:50 PM • Exhibit Hall
4:50 PM • Talks
• Closing Saron Yitbarek

Code of Conduct
If you are being harassed, notice that someone else is being harassed,
or have any other concerns, please contact the staff at Codeland by
reaching out to one of our conference volunteer or staff members at the
registration desk. If your physical safety or the physical safety of others is
at risk, please dial 911.
WHAT IS HARASSMENT?
Harassment includes, but is not limited to:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verbal comments that reinforce social structures of domination
related to gender, gender identity and expression, sexual
orientation, disability, physical appearance, body size, race, age,
religion.
Sexual images in public spaces.
Deliberate intimidation, stalking, or following.
Harassing photography or recording.
Sustained disruption of talks or other events.
Inappropriate physical contact.
Unwelcome sexual attention.
Advocating for, or encouraging, any of the above behaviour.

EXPECTATIONS
Participants asked to stop any harassing behavior are expected to
comply immediately.
Sponsors are also subject to the anti-harassment policy. In particular,
sponsors should not use sexualized images, activities, or other material.
Booth staff (including volunteers) should not use sexualized clothing/
uniforms/costumes, or otherwise create a sexualized environment.
If a participant engages in harassing behaviour, event organizers retain
the right to take any actions to keep the event a welcoming environment
for all participants. This includes warning the offender or expulsion from
the conference, with no refund.
Event organizers may take action to redress anything designed to, or
with the clear impact of, disrupting the event or making the environment
hostile for any participants.

Friday, May 4
DAY ONE

Make Your Own Photoshop
(Easy Java Coding Project To
Alter Photos)
Katie Jergens, @KatieJergens

RESOURCES
Starter Code
Use this starter code to edit your own image in Java.
https://repl.it/@kjergens/CodelandPhotoshop

TALK

TERMS

ABSTRACT
That awesome photo you just posted on Instagram? It’s actually
made of a bunch of numbers. More accurately, it’s a 2D array, and
Katie can prove it. She’ll do a live demo showing how to manipulate
photos by adding and subtracting numbers from that array. With the
help of a little Java, she’ll show you how to use code to have your very
own, homemade Photoshop.
Katie Jergens, Computer science faculty, The Dalton School
Software engineer turned product designer turned high school
teacher. Katie loves teaching beginning computer science with an eye
on beautiful design and professional quality.

2D Array
A way to organize numbers (or any other data) in programming
into rows and columns. A 2D array is like a spreadsheet.
BufferedImage
A way to convert an image file into a 2D array in Java. A
BufferedImage can do two things: get a pixel value and set a pixel
value.
Color Object
A way to convert a pixel value into three subpixels in Java. It can
convert three subpixels into a single pixel value.
For-loop
A way to visit every column in an array in programming,. Use two
for-loops to visit every row in every column of a 2D array.
Java
A powerful, widely-used programming language specifically
designed to have as few implementation dependencies as
possible. It’s free and has many online tutorials.
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk9downloads-3848520.html
Pixel
The smallest unit of a digital image. It has three subpixels: red,
green and blue.
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What I Learned From
Managing My First Open
Source Project on GitHub
Shannon Crabill, @shannon_crabill
TALK

ABSTRACT
When Shannon took a chance and first posted her repo on GitHub
during Hacktoberfest, she wasn’t expecting it to turn into a real open
source project. But that step lead to her creating and managing
her first open source project, complete with pull requests and
contributors. Shannon shares the mistakes she’s made and lessons
she’s learned, and how she figured out how to make her project more
accessible to contributors of all levels. If you’ve always been nervous
about getting involved in open source, you’ll walk away inspired and
ready to share your projects with the open source community.
Shannon Crabill, Senior Email Developer, T. Rowe Price
Shannon is a Senior Email Developer at T. Rowe Price. Outside of
coding and launching emails, she can be found blogging about tech
and leveling up her front-end development skills in the areas of Git,
Javascript, and WordPress.
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RESOURCES
Presentation and project files
Presentation slides, link to the project and GitHub repo can be
found here.
https://shannoncrabill.com/codeland
Bootstrap
Bootstrap is an open source toolkit for developing with HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript.
https://getbootstrap.com/
GitHub Glossary
A list of common Git and GitHub specific terms.
https://help.github.com/articles/github-glossary/
GitHub Guides
Short guides or tutorials covering various GitHub topics and
features.
https://guides.github.com/
Hacktoberfest
Hacktoberfest is a month-long celebration of open source
software.
https://hacktoberfest.digitalocean.com/
Open Source Guides
An extensive collection of resources for individuals, communities,
and companies who want to learn how to run and contribute to an
open source project.
https://opensource.guide/
Open Source Survey
The Open Source Survey is an open data project by GitHub and
collaborators from academia, industry, and the broader open
source community.
http://opensourcesurvey.org/
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TERMS

I Built Software
To Kill People

Conflict
Competing differences between code files.
https://help.github.com/articles/about-merge-conflicts/

Caleb Thompson, @calebthompson

Git
A free and open source distributed version control system.
https://git-scm.com/
GitHub
Git repository hosting service and community.
https://github.com/
Markdown
Markdown is a plain text markup language.
https://github.github.com/gfm/
Open Source
Open source software is software that can be freely used,
modified, and shared by anyone.
https://opensource.org/definition
Squash
Combining several commits into one.
https://help.github.com/articles/about-pull-request-merges/
NOTES
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TALK

ABSTRACT
In 2011, with a team of interns as a Department of Defense
contractor, Caleb created a Wi-Fi geolocation app to locate hotspots.
It could find the location in 3D space of every hotspot near you
in seconds. His team made formulas to model signal strength
and probable distances. They used machine learning to optimize
completion time and accuracy. He was so caught up in the details
that it took months to see it would be used to kill people. What do
we do when we discover that we’re building something immoral or
unethical? How can we think through the uses of our software to
avoid this problem entirely?
Caleb Thompson, Engineer/Ruby Task Force Member, Heroku
Caleb is a dreamer, speaker, and computer whisperer. He organizes
the Keep Ruby Weird conference, which of course you’ve heard of
and are very impressed by. When he’s not painting miniatures or
climbing cliffs to jump off into the water, he works for Heroku and
codes in Ruby and Go. He walked barefoot from the wintry tundra of
Alaska to the harsh deserts of Arizona. Okay, that’s not true, but he
did live in those places. He currently hails from Austin, TX—the taco
capital of the United States.
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RESOURCES
Does Technology Need to Be Ethical?
Anil Dash briefly talks to The Atlantic about tech ethics.
https://www.theatlantic.com/video/index/541797/anil-dash-techethics
Don’t Get Distracted
A longer version of Caleb’s Codeland talk, “How I Built Software to
Kill People”.
https://www.calebthompson.io/talks/dont-get-distracted
Is your smartphone listening to you?
The BBC addresses whether, and if, tech companies can use your
phone to listen to what you’re saying while not using their apps.
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35639549
Know your ethical obligations regarding coding and
documentation
A blog post on how to define your ethical obligations as a
programmer, some ways of dealing with them, and some real
world examples.
http://www.hcpro.com/HOM-236942-5728/know-your-ethicalobligations-regarding-coding-and-documentation
‘The Business of War’: Google Employees Protest Work for
the Pentagon
Google employees ask Google’s CEO not to build software to help
the military build warfare technology.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/04/technology/google-letterceo-pentagon-project.html
Volkswagen America’s CEO blames software engineers for
emissions cheating scandal
VW’s CEO blames software engineers for changing how diesel
emissions are reported during tests. Even if they were doing what
they were told, someone up the chain can throw the blame back
onto the programmers.
https://www.theverge.com/2015/10/8/9481651/volkswagencongressional-hearing-diesel-scandal-fault
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TERMS
Gaussian Estimation
Used in the WiFi geolocation algorithm to estimate free space path
loss using probability density estimation. It said “it’s less likely to be
nearby if you’re looking for it and more likely to be further out”.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel_density_estimation#A_rule-ofthumb_bandwidth_estimator
Genetic Algorithm
A type of machine learning or searching that is inspired by the
theory of evolution. It uses randomization to create populations
of individuals and tests their fitness to determine which ones will
reproduce. It was used to increase accuracy in the geolocation
algorithm.
https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-geneticalgorithms-including-example-code-e396e98d8bf3
Heroku
A cloud platform as a service (PaaS) supporting several
programming languages, that is used as a web application
deployment model. It supports Java, Node.js, Scala, Clojure,
Python, PHP, and Go.
https://heroku.com
Kalman Filter
A Kalman Filter can be used any time you have a model of motion
and some noisy data that you want to produce a more accurate
prediction.
https://schneems.com/2017/06/12/bayes-is-bae/
Memoization
Remembering the result of a calculation based on its arguments,
and then using that result instead of re-calculating if the same
method call is made with the same arguments. Caleb’s team did
this with a hash/dictionary/map (different names for the same
thing) that contained the location pairs as keys and the distance
between them as values.
https://stackoverflow.com/a/1988826/218211
R2 Algorithm
Used in the WiFi geolocation algorithm to measure the difference
between expected and actual signal strength for each point in a
search grid. The smallest difference is the most likely to be the
correct distance from the source.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coefficient_of_determination
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NOTES

Open Source Panel

ABSTRACT
Three panelists from the open source community share their stories
on how they got started, what it's like to contribute and maintain
projects, and how you can get started in open source.
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RESOURCES

Using Robotics as a Tool for
Problem Solving in Ghana
Sedinam Worlanyo, @sedi_w

Professor Lisa Meeden
Research from Sedinam’s college robotics professor that is great if
you are interested in robotics.
https://www.cs.swarthmore.edu/~meeden/

TALK

TERMS
ABSTRACT
Sedinam uses robotics as an educational tool to provide practical
hands-on exposure to STEM and tangible problem solving skills
to women in the Central Region of Ghana. She shares stories and
lessons learned, and how she combines technology and education to
create powerful, accessible learning opportunities for others.

Sedinam Worlanyo, Instructional Designer, TechChange
Sedinam currently works as an instructional designer at TechChange
where she supports a variety of innovative e-learning initiatives at
the intersection of health and technology. Prior to TechChange she
served as a Google Policy Fellow and explored the role of assistive
technologies in addressing learning disabilities. Sedinam graduated
from Swarthmore College with a degree in Computer Science and
Economic Development.
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Evolutionary algorithms
These algorithms apply the principles of evolution in nature to
problem solving.
Lego Mindstorm EV3 robots
This is a robotics kit from Lego that allows you to build a robot
from scratch complete with the various components such as the
intelligent brick, sensors, effectors and motors.
https://www.lego.com/en-us/mindstorms
Neural networks
In artificial intelligence, a neural network is a computer system
modeled on the human brain and the nervous system.
NOTES
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NOTES

Open Source for ...Bad?
Bianca Escalante, @BiancaCreating
TALK

ABSTRACT
We spend a lot of time talking about Open Source for Good but what
about Open Source for Bad? It’s easy to believe that open source is
naturally ‘good’ because it’s ‘free’ and ‘open’, but this powerful tool
can be used for ill-advised reasons too. As contributors, we have the
ability to shape the role that open source plays in helping to move
humankind forward. Let’s discuss how to do that and what that looks
like. With Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning developing at
a faster rate than many of us could have imagined, it’s invaluable to
examine how technology can be used for negative reasons.

Bianca Escalante, Senior Manager of Social Impact, GitHub
Bianca is a Senior Manager on GitHub’s Social Impact team where
she spends most of her time overseeing the company’s local
engagement initiatives and advocating for accessibility, inclusion and
diversity across multiple sectors of the company. Her intersectional
lens paired with her experience in tech has broadened her expertise
on how to create and foster diverse and inclusive environments
both online and in the real world. Prior to joining GitHub in 2015,
she spent 18 years working in the nonprofit sector, mostly with
organizations that provided educational opportunities for Black and
Latino youth in STEM-related fields.
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Intro to Git, GitHub, the
CLI and more!
WORKSHOP

Eric Hollenberry, @hollenberry
Brian Douglas, @bdougieYO

ABSTRACT

Workshops
SELECT ONE

Make sure your laptop is charged up and ready to go for this
comprehensive review of GitHub as a collaboration platform. Though
the workshop assumes no prior experience with Git, you’ll walk away
with internationally taught industry best-practices, a conceptual
overview of the GitHub Flow, and the preparation to contribute to the
Open Source community. If you have an intermediate understanding,
the second half of the workshop will be spent extending the first by
using visualization tools, learning new commands, solidifying your
mental model, and gaining the confidence to sail through your next
no good very bad situation.

Eric Hollenberry, Trainer, GitHub
Eric is a Trainer at GitHub, traveling the world to teach customers
how to best adopt and utilize all things Git. A teacher by trade,
he’s deeply invested in education and open source software, with
enthusiasm for both non-technical users and software developers.
Brian Douglas, Developer Advocate, GitHub
Brian Douglas is a Developer Advocate at GitHub and the host of
the JAMstack Radio podcast. He focuses his day to day work on
Developing Engagement with the GitHub Developer Program.
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GIT CHEAT SHEET
INSTALL GIT

GitHub provides desktop clients that
include a graphical user interface for the
most common repository actions and an
automatically updating command line
edition of Git for advanced scenarios.
GitHub for Windows
https://windows.github.com

GitHub for Mac
https://mac.github.com
Git distributions for Linux and POSIX
systems are available on the official Git
SCM web site.
Git for All Platforms
http://git-scm.com

Git is the open source distributed version control system that
facilitates GitHub activities on your laptop or desktop. This cheat
sheet summarizes commonly used Git command line instructions for
quick reference.

GROUP CHANGES

Name a series of commits and
combine completed efforts

$ git reset [commit]
Undoes all commits after [commit],
preserving changes locally

$ git branch [branch-name]
Creates a new branch

$ git reset --hard [commit]
Discards all history and changes back to
the specified commit

$ git checkout [branch-name]
Switches to the specified branch and
updates the working directory

$ git config --global user.name "[name]"
Sets the name you want attached to your commit transactions

$ git merge [branch]
Combines the specified branch's history
into the current branch

$ git config --global user.email "[email address]"
Sets the email you want attached to your commit transactions

$ git branch -d [branch-name]
Deletes the specified branch

$ git config --global color.ui auto
Enables helpful colorization of command line output

SYNCHRONIZE CHANGES
CREATE REPOSITORIES

Start a new repository or obtain one
from an existing URL
$ git init [project-name]
Creates a new local repository with the
specified name

MAKE CHANGES

Review edits and craft a commit
transaction
$ git status
Lists all new or modified files to be committed

$ git clone [url]

$ git diff
Shows file differences not yet staged

Downloads a project and its entire version
history

$ git add [file]
Snapshots the file in preparation for versioning

REVIEW HISTORY

Browse and inspect the evolution of
project files
$ git log
Lists version history for the current branch
$ git show [commit]
Outputs metadata and content changes of
the specified commit

$ git diff --staged
Shows file differences between staging and the
last file version

Register a repository bookmark and
exchange version history

REFACTOR FILENAMES

Relocate and remove versioned files
$ git rm [file]
Deletes the file from the working
directory and stages the deletion
$ git rm --cached [file]
Removes the file from version control but
preserves the file locally
$ git mv [file-original][file-renamed]
Changes the file name and prepares it
for commit

$ git fetch [bookmark]
Downloads all history from the repository
bookmark
$ git merge [bookmark]/[branch]
Combines bookmark's branch into current
local branch
$ git push [alias] [branch]
Uploads all local branch commits to
GitHub
$ git pull
Downloads bookmark history and
incorporate changes

$ git reset [file]
Unstages the file, but preserve its contents
$ git commit -m "[descriptive
message]"
Records file snapshots permanently in version
history

Erase mistakes and craft replacement
history

$ git branch
Lists all local branches in the current
repository

CONFIGURE TOOLING

Configure user information for all local repositories

REDO COMMITS

Education
Teach and learn better, together.
GitHub is free for students and
teachers. Discounts available for other
educational users.

SAVE FRAGMENTS

Shelve and restory incomplete changes
$ git stash
Temporarily stores all modified tracked files
$ git stash pop
Restores the most recently stashed files
$ git stash list
Lists all stashed changesets
$ git stash drop
Discards the most recently stashed changeset

education@github.com
education.github.com

Code Your Way to $1K Even If
You Don’t Know How to Code
Adda Birnir, @addabjork
WORKSHOP

CODE YOUR WAY TO $1K
READY TO START YOUR NEW CAREER IN TECH? HERE’S
HOW TO MAKE IT HAPPEN.

ABSTRACT
If you’re considering a career in tech, you might feel overwhelmed
and not sure where to start. How do you get experience when you
have no experience? Should you freelance? How do you take the first
step into a totally new industry? What IS the first step? We’ll figure all
of that out—and then some—in this friendly, supportive workshop
where we’ll start at Square One. You’ll walk away with the wheels
in motion to make a big career change and to start making money
right away. There’s no tech skills required—come get motivated and
inspired no matter your skill level!

HEAD TO SKILLCRUSH.COM/CODELAND
TO GET STARTED
GET YOUR MARCHING ORDERS
Download our complete Code Your Way to $1K Guide

START LEARNING THOSE NEW TECH SKILLS
Sign up for our Free 10-Day Bootcamp

LEVEL WAY UP

Adda Birnir, Founder & CEO, Skillcrush
Adda is the founder and CEO of Skillcrush, the country’s largest
online education company focused on training women in tech skills
to make career changes. She’s passionate about empowering women
to create fuller and more flexible lives, creating a more inclusive
tech world, and making tech a tool anyone can use. She has been
named one of the ”20 Women to Watch in Media” by the Columbia
Journalism Review, one of the ”30 Most Important Women in Tech”
by Business Insider, and has been featured on the BBC, PBS, Fast
Company, and Mashable.

Learn about our courses and enroll in a Skillcrush
Break Into Tech Blueprint

Get 15% off your one-time purchase of the
Break Into Tech Blueprint using discount code
CODELAND18 at checkout.

And remember, tech NEEDS more people just like you.
You are absolutely amazing and deserve the exact life you
want—and we think tech skills are the way to get there.
Come join our community full of support and heart.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS AT SKILLCRUSH.COM/CODELAND
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RESOURCES

Intro to WordPress
WORKSHOP

Angela Andrews, @scooterphoenix
Ebonie Butler, @metalandcoffee_

Workshop Website
This is the workshop website where attendees can get all the
needed info.
http://wpworkshop.online
Slides
Slides from our presentation.
https://slides.com/eboniebutler/deck/

ABSTRACT

Chrome Developer Tools
Built-in browser debugging tools.
https://developer.chrome.com/devtools

Have you been interested in creating your own WordPress website
but worried you won’t find a theme that’s perfect for you? Do you
have a WordPress website but you’re settling for a mediocre theme
design because you couldn’t find the one that works for you? In this
workshop, you’ll learn how WordPress themes work and create a
child theme to finally tailor your website to look exactly how you
would like. Come join us!

CSS Selectors
The 30 CSS selectors you must memorize.
https://code.tutsplus.com/tutorials/the-30-css-selectors-you-mustmemorize--net-16048

Angela Andrews, Systems Administrator, The University of the Arts

Local By Flywheel
Local WordPress hosting platform.
https://local.getflywheel.com/

Angela Andrews is a systems administrator where she specializes
in Linux, Windows, and VMware. She’s active in her local coding
community where she dabbles in HTML,CSS, JavaScript, Java, PHP,
SQL, AWS and WordPress development. In her spare time she’s
always learning new technologies, blogs, and teaches group fitness.

Ebonie Butler, WordPress Developer, Yikes Inc.
Ebonie Butler has her BS degree in Information Technology from
Drexel University and, in 2015, she became interested in WordPress
as a platform to start blogging about metal music. In late 2016,
she participated in the Interactive Mechanics fellowship program,
focusing on creating a custom WordPress theme as her final project.
At the conclusion of the fellowship, Ebonie started her first developer
position with Yikes Inc as a WordPress developer.
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Demo Child Theme Site
The child theme we are creating.
https://codeland.ebonie.me

WordPress
Where to download WordPress, find themes, plugins and support.
https://wordpress.org/
WordPress Documentation (Codex)
WordPress online manual.
https://codex.wordpress.org/

TERMS
Child Theme
A child theme is a theme that inherits the functionality and styling
of another theme, called the parent theme. Child themes are the
recommended way of modifying an existing theme.
https://codex.wordpress.org/Child_Themes
#Codeland 31

TERMS

Mflix & Chill: A binge-worthy introduction to MongoDB
Plugin
Plugins are ways to extend and add to the functionality that
already exists in WordPress.
https://codex.wordpress.org/Writing_a_Plugin
Specificity
How browsers decide which CSS property value is the most specific
to an element and which one will be applied. The more specific
rule wins.
http://www.htmldog.com/guides/css/intermediate/specificity/
Theme
A WordPress Theme is a collection of files that work together to
produce a graphical interface with an underlying unifying design.
https://codex.wordpress.org/Themes

WORKSHOP

Aydrian Howard, @aydrianh
Michael Lynn, @mlynn

ABSTRACT
Come learn the basics of MongoDB. We’ll be using NodeJS and
MongoDB Atlas to iterably create Mflix, a streaming video application.
You’ll learn how to set up your first Atlas Cluster, populate it with
data, and use it in an application you can take home.

NOTES
Aydrian Howard, Developer Advocate, MongoDB
Aydrian is a Hoosier in the big city. He is a Developer Advocate at
MongoDB and spends a lot of time going to meet ups and interacting
with the New York developer community. He enjoys tinkering with
technologies and building sample apps using JavaScript and Node.js.
He also enjoys traveling, running, theatre, and his pug, Oliver.
Michael Lynn, Global Director, Developer Advocacy, MongoDB
Michael is the Global Director of Developer Advocacy for MongoDB.
Michael's experience includes development, engineering, and
technology leadership across a variety of industries. He's currently
hiring for developer advocacy positions around the globe and
strongly encourages you to reach out!
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MongoDB stores data in
flexible JSON-like documents
DOCUMENT MODEL

POWERFUL QUERYING & AGGREGATION

DYNAMIC SCHEMAS
Documents can vary in structure and don’t require a predefined
schema, allowing you to iterate on your data model without
expensive migrations.

QUERY LANGUAGE
Related information is stored together for fast query access through
the MongoDB query language.

DATA GOVERNANCE
With optical schema validation, developers and operations teams
have complete control over balancing the agility and flexibility that
comes from a dynamic schema, with strict data governance controls
enforced across entire collections.
db.createCollection("contacts",
{ validator: { $jsonSchema:
{ bsonType:"object",
properties: {
_id: {bsonType:"objectId"},
age:{bsonType:"int",minimum:13,maximum:120 },
email:{bsonType:"string",pattern:"@mongodb\.com$"},
status:{enum:["Complete","Incomplete”]}
},
required: ["email","status","age","_id"],
additionalProperties: false
}
}}
)

db.users.findOne({
city:"Long Island",
$or:[{profession:"Engineer"},
{employer:"MongoDB"}]
})

SQL vs. MongoDB
SELECT*FROM users

db.users.find()

INSERT INTO users(user_id,age,status)
VALUES('bcd001',45,'A')

db.users.insert({
user_id:'bcd001',
age:45,
status:'A'
})

UPDATE users SET status='C'
WHERE age>25

db.users.update(
{ age:{$gt:25}},
{$set:{status:'C'}},
{multi:true}
)

MongoDB's aggregation framework is modeled on the concept

db.zipcodes.aggregate([
{$group:{_id:"$state",totalPop:{$sum:"$pop"}}},
{$match:{totalPop:{$gte:10*1000*1000}}}
])

Here's an example. Return all states with a total population greater
than 10 million.

SELECT state, SUM(pop) AS totalPop
FROM zipcodes
GROUP BY state
HAVING totalPop >= (10*1000*1000)

of dataprocessing pipelines. Documents enter a multi-stage pipeline
that transforms the documents into the desired results.

RESOURCES

Building Bootstrap
Carlos Filoteo, @cfiloteo12
WORKSHOP

ABSTRACT
Learn to flex multiple developer muscles by architecting, designing,
and building your own style framework! Gone are the days when
grabbing someone else’s style is suitable; take total control of your
UIs and build something awesome from the ground up!
Carlos Filoteo, Front-end Developer, Ancestry
Carlos is a front-end developer who enjoys creating things on the
web, mobile, and everything in between. Carlos also enjoys learning
new things, teaching others, and dabbling in open source when
possible.

Slides
Presentation slides hosted on GitHub.
https://filoxo.github.io/byobootstrap/
Project starter
Starter workshop files on codepen.io. Create an account and fork.
https://codepen.io/filoxo/project/editor/ZBBqyj

TERMS
Accessibility
Accessibility, in the context of a style framework, is the design of
the framework styles, components, and widgets to remove barriers
that exclude people from using the Web.
https://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/accessibility.php
CSS Grid
CSS Grid is a new layout system introduced into the CSS language
to create flexible, two dimensional layouts.
https://css-tricks.com/snippets/css/complete-guide-grid/
https://cssgrid.io/
Media Query
Media queries allow you to create targeted styles that apply
depending on the user’s device characteristics.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/Media_
Queries/Using_media_queries
Reset/Normalize
Resetting or normalizing is a style technique that aims to provide
cross-browser consistency in the default styling of HTML elements.
This offers a better baseline from which to build upon.
https://cssreset.com/what-is-a-css-reset/
http://nicolasgallagher.com/about-normalize-css/
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TERMS

Lights, Sensors, and
Raspberry Pis

Responsive design
Responsive design principles help you design for multi-screen
experiences so your web application looks and feels “right”
regardless of what device it is viewed on.
http://blog.froont.com/9-basic-principles-of-responsive-webdesign/
Specificity
Specificity is the methodology which browsers use to determine
which CSS rule(s) to apply to an element. This is a tricky thing to
understand in its entirety.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/Specificity
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2007/07/css-specificitythings-you-should-know/
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computerprogramming/html-css/more-css-selectors/e/quiz--css-specificityrules

Chris Harrold, @charrold303
WORKSHOP

ABSTRACT
If you’ve always wanted to try hardware but been a bit intimidated,
this is the perfect workshop for you. We’ll use a simple set of sensors,
lights, and a Raspberry Pi to make a sound sensor system. We’ll
wire up the breadboards, connecting sensors and lights in proper
sequence, and code the actual ‘application’ that runs the sensor. It’s
the perfect hardware starter project with a lot of learning and tons of
fun.

NOTES
Chris Harrold, Technical Evangelism Leader, IBM
Chris Harrold is an IT maverick with 25 years of operational IT
experience and skills. Since 2010 he has focused his professional
career developing and implementing data analytics platforms with
special interest in IoT devices and solutions, open source analytics
platforms, and emerging analytics technologies. Currently Chris leads
a team of evangelists at IBM devoted to helping others learn how to
build and create code and tools with confidence.
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RESOURCES
Complete repository of items used in the workshop
https://github.com/ChrisHarrold/PiWorkshop

Circuit
Any complete electrical connection is a circuit. From the lightbulb
and light switch you used this morning, to your phone charger, to
the circuit you will build in this workshop. Electricity flows
from + to – through a circuit. No circuit, no flow of electricity.

Fritzing
Great little tool for creating your own very simple and easy to read/
share/use wiring and circuit diagrams.
www.fritzing.org

GPIO
An acronym that stands for General Purpose Input/Output. It is
used to refer to any pin that is not defined by the pin itself but is
defined at runtime (see “runtime” under Software Terms).

GitHub
The preeminent code repository system for sharing and
collaborating on code.
www.github.com

LED
Light Emitting Diode – a small device that uses a lot of very deep
scientific principles to emit light. For our purposes, it is a small,
electric light that can operate at VERY low voltage.

ImgFlip
A meme generator, because memes are life.
https://imgflip.com/memegenerator

Male and Female
This refers to the type of connection that a wire, sensor, or pin can
accept. Breadboards are “Female” connections and so require a
“Male” connector. The GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi are “Male”
and thus require a “Female” connector.

Pimoroni
A good source for beginner friendly hardware kits and project
materials.
https://pimoroni.com
Putty
A windows-based ssh client (if you use a windows machine you will
need this for the workshop, and should just have it in general!)
https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html
SCP
A UNIX command that you will want to know for copying your code
from your computer to the Pi.
https://www.garron.me/en/articles/scp.html
TERMS
Hardware:
Breadboard
A breadboard is a construction base for prototyping of electronics.
TRIVIA SIDE NOTE: Originally it was literally a bread board, a
polished piece of wood used for slicing bread. This was popular
with early electronics builders because they were cheap, sturdy,
and did not conduct electricity!
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PIN
A part on a circuit board where an external device, sensor, input or
output may be connected.
Pinout
This is the map of the Pins on the SBC to their function. Pinouts are
critical for wiring a circuit – without it you do not know what the
pins do!
Potentiometer
A “variable resistor” that allows you to control the resistance of
electricity through a circuit. Often embedded on a sensor, but can
also be added by itself.
Raspberry Pi
An example of a Single Board Computer that was designed for
hobbyists and enthusiasts to offer a low-cost, fully functional
computer in a small form-factor.
Resistance
A property in electronics that allows us to reduce and control the
flow of electricity through a circuit.
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Resistor
A passive, two-terminal electrical component that implements
electrical resistance as a circuit element. This is the fancy way of
saying that it causes the amount of electricity flowing through it to
be reduced. Think of it as an electricity traffic cop for your circuit.
Sensor
A piece of hardware that detects some sort of condition and
provides a signal based on the condition. Our sensor detects
sound.
Single Board Computer
A complete computer built on a single circuit board, with
microprocessor(s), memory, input/output (I/O) and other features
required of a functional computer.
Software:
Bug
An undocumented feature of your code. This is a behavior that you
did not expect based on a set of conditions that happen through
the use of your code.
Code
The underlying construct of any computer software, app website,
or anything that has to do with computers. Code is written in
different languages. Like all languages, all different code languages
have their own syntax, grammar rules, and general flow.
Code Block
A logical area of the code that is one part of the overall program.
Blocks in Python are usually started with the “try:” keyword.
Comment
Comments are your notes to future generations about your
code; why it is what it is, what it does, and how you got it there.
Comment early and often for best results! In Python we use the “#”
to start a comment.

TERMS
Loop
A flow in code that is controlled by executing a test for a condition,
and then responding by doing something until the test is passed.
Examples of loops are: FOR, WHILE, IF, DO, and INFINITE.
Python
A type of code language and the one used in this workshop. It is
good for things like hardware interfaces because of its support for
libraries that make integrations possible with little to no additional
code.
Runtime
The time during which your code is running. This is when all the
things you are telling the computer to do through your code
actually happen.
Runtime Error (also debug error, compiler error)
Happens because you have something incorrect in the code.
Usually this is caused by poor syntax or trying to do things in the
code that the code doesn’t allow.
Variable
Variables are assigned to a value/values in your code and can be of
many “types”:
• String – Any string of text
• Number – numbers can have many types of values depending on
the language. Python general deals in INT or integers. Our code will
also use a Decimal number type
• Keyword – keywords are reserved words that the language
pre-defines and are key to the language itself. IF, ELSE, TRY, and
IMPORT are all examples of keywords in Python
NOTES

Comment Out
Yes there is another type of comment! This one allows you to try
different things without deleting code. By “commenting out” code
you can keep it in the program and try different things. Same “#”
with a slightly different meaning.
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RESOURCES

Web Components + Polymer
WORKSHOP

John Riviello, @JohnRiv
Chris Lorenzo, @chiefcll

ABSTRACT
With the updates to iOS and Android phones released last year, Web
Components are now supported natively. That means that libraries
built on top of Web Components, like Polymer, can be used to easily
create fast Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) without the overhead of
a framework. In this workshop, we’ll begin with a brief introduction
to Web Components and Polymer, and then dive into hands-on
experiences with the core aspects of Web Components: the template
tag, Custom Elements, and the Shadow DOM.
John Riviello, Distinguished Engineer, Comcast
John Riviello created his first hypertext document on the Internet in
1996 and has been obsessed with building for the web ever since.
He spends his days as Distinguished Engineer and Lead Frontend
Developer at Comcast, where he works on the Xfinity customer
websites and web applications. He is also the author of the
Lynda.com course ‘CSS to Sass: Converting an Existing Site'.
Chris Lorenzo, Senior Principal Engineer, Comcast
Chris has worked at Comcast (US largest TV / internet provider) for
over 10 years -- currently as a Senior Principal Engineer. He enjoys
building/motivating teams and ramping up new projects using the
latest patterns and web primitives. Besides coding in Javascript, he
loves spending time with his wife and two children and helping out in
the community. Chris is also heavily involved with local colleges and
schools to mentor the next generation.
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Getting Started Guide & Slides
All slides and material from this presentation. Be sure to complete
the getting started steps prior to the workshop!
https://tinyurl.com/comcast-polymer-workshop
2017 Google I/O Polymer videos
Videos from Google I/O, includes the highly recommended
“Polymer: Billions Served; Lessons Learned” video for learning
about how Polymer 2 works.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_
c6rbXV248du6m1VJABo32mP7sXWVb4m
2017 Polymer Summit videos
Latest information and best practices on Polymer.
https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PLNYkxOF6rcIDP0PqVaJxqNWwIgvoEPzJi
Bower
Manages JavaScript dependencies for websites.
https://bower.io/
Comcast’s Polaris Components
A vanilla web component (does not use any Web Component
library) that Comcast uses across all its properties.
https://polaris.xfinity.com/
https://github.com/Comcast/polaris
Custom Elements Everywhere
Compatibility of custom elements working with existing front-end
frameworks.
https://custom-elements-everywhere.com/
Elix Web Components
Library of Web Components that meet the Gold Standard.
https://elix.org/
Google Maps Codelab
Instructions for building Google Maps with Polymer Web
Components.
https://comcastsamples.github.io/polymer-maps/
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NPM (Node Package Manager)
Manages Node.js dependencies (for scripts to run on your
computer, not for the web).
https://www.npmjs.com/
NVM (Node Version Manager)
Allows you to run multiple versions of Node on your laptop, and
also prevents permission issues when running npm install.
https://github.com/creationix/nvm#installation
Polycasts
Videos from the Google Polymer team on Polymer.
https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PLOU2XLYxmsII5c3Mgw6fNYCzaWrsM3sMN
Polymer 2.x Cheat Sheet
Cheat Sheet for Polymer 2.x
https://meowni.ca/posts/polymer-2-cheatsheet/
Polymer Slack
Slack chat with other Polymer developers.
https://polymer-slack.herokuapp.com/
Polymer Website
Main Google Polymer website.
https://www.polymer-project.org/
PWAs with Polymer: a checklist
Steps to make sure your Polymer site is a PWA (Progressive Web
App).
https://meowni.ca/posts/polymer-pwa-checklist/
The Gold Standard Checklist for Web Components
Checklist for web components that aspire to be as predictable,
flexible, reliable, and useful as the standard HTML elements.
https://github.com/webcomponents/gold-standard/wiki
Understanding Web Components
Great guides for understanding web components by Google.
https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/webcomponents/
WC-Toast Repo
Sample Toast Web Component.
https://github.com/ComcastSamples/wc-toast
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WebComponents.org
Collection of Open Source Web Components.
https://www.webcomponents.org/
Yarn
Manages JavaScript and Node.js dependencies for websites and
scripts.
https://yarnpkg.com/en/
TERMS
CSS Custom Properties
Native browser support for CSS Variables.
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2017/04/start-using-csscustom-properties/
Custom Element
Web developers can create new HTML tags, beef-up existing HTML
tags, or extend the components other developers have authored.
https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/webcomponents/customelements
ES6 Modules
Browser standard way to import JavaScript dependencies.
http://blog.cloud66.com/an-overview-of-es6-modules-in-javascript/
https://hacks.mozilla.org/2015/08/es6-in-depth-modules/
HTML Import
A way to include HTML documents in other HTML documents.
https://www.html5rocks.com/en/tutorials/webcomponents/
imports/
Polyfill
A JavaScript library that provides support for a browser API that the
browser itself has not yet implemented.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyfill_(programming)
PWA (Progressive Web App)
Web apps that have many of the features one would expect from
a native iOS or Android web app (Loads fast, works offline, push
notifications, etc.).
https://developers.google.com/web/progressive-web-apps/
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ShadyCSS
Simulates Shadow DOM style encapsulation and more for older
browsers.
https://github.com/webcomponents/shadycss

Intro to Travis CI
WORKSHOP

Hiro Asari, @hiro_asari

ShadyDOM
Shim (definition below) for Shadow DOM v1 in browsers that do
not support it.
https://github.com/webcomponents/shadydom
Shadow DOM
Shadow DOM fixes CSS and DOM. It introduces scoped styles to
the web platform. Without tools or naming conventions, you can
bundle CSS with markup, hide implementation details, and author
self-contained components in vanilla JavaScript.
https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/webcomponents/shadowdom
Shim
Similar to a polyfill, but does not implement the feature in its
entirety (usually sacrificing some features in favor of better
performance).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shim_(computing)
<template> Tag
They’re a place to put a big wad of HTML that you don’t want the
browser to mess with at all...for any reason.
https://www.html5rocks.com/en/tutorials/webcomponents/
template/

Renée Hendricksen, @gigglegirl4e

ABSTRACT
Travis CI is one of the most popular continuous integration (CI)
solutions available for GitHub repositories. In this workshop, you will
learn basic concepts of CI, how to set up Travis CI, and deploy build
artifacts (by using GitHub Releases).
Hiro Asari, Software Programmer, Travis CI
Hiro Asari is a software developer at Travis CI, making services and
tools to make every developer’s life easier. His Erdős number is finite.
Renée Hendricksen, Builder, Travis Cl

NOTES
Renée has been coding since she was a kid. She's taught computer
science and Ruby on Rails at the university level and for professional
organizations, and currently works at Travis CI.
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RESOURCES

Learn to Master The Technical
Interview
Katie Jergens, @KatieJergens
WORKSHOP

ABSTRACT
This workshop aims to take some of the anxiety out of technical job
interviews. You’ll learn what recruiters are looking for and ideas on
how to prepare for an interview. Then practice techniques that will
show your best self and even have fun in an interview setting.
Katie Jergens, Computer science faculty, The Dalton School
Software engineer turned product designer turned high school
teacher. Katie loves teaching beginning computer science with an eye
on beautiful design and professional quality.

“The Core 3” questions on the interviewers’ minds:
• “Can you do it?”
• “Will you do it?”
• “Do I want to work with you?”
Questions you should always have an answer to:
“Describe a project you worked on, an obstacle you encountered
and how you overcame it.” (Subtext: “Do I want to work with you?”)
• Show off your determination and good humor in the face of
difficulties.
“Why do you want to work here?” (Subtext: “Will you do it?”)
• Show you want to work specifically here.
• A good template: “In the ____ space, _____ is the only one that
really understands ______”
• Another good template: “I want to work in _______ but also make
sure I’m ________.”
<Difficult technical question.> (Subtext: “Can you do it?”)
• The most important thing is to TRY.
• Do not give up or get grumpy.
• Do not apologize.
NOTES
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RESOURCES

Resume Prep
Julie Menge, @newlinsghost
WORKSHOP

ABSTRACT
Gain a clear understanding of what is important to recruiters and
hiring managers when they review resumes. Learn the best order for
arranging components of your resume, what to leave off, what to
highlight, and how to best craft a resume for a tech job even if you
are brand new to the field.

Slides
Julie’s slides for the Resume Prep workshop.
https://bit.ly/2JJt4I0
Completed Resume
Example of a completed resume for a front-end web developer.
https://bit.ly/2EJguVJ
Favorite job boards
Some of Julie’s favorite resources for job searching.
http://jobspresso.co
https://www.womenwhocode.com/jobs
https://weworkremotely.com/
http://www.indeed.com
Resume Templates
Three sample templates to choose from when starting your
resume.
https://bit.ly/2EKu0Z7

Julie Menge, People Operations Business Partner, Argo AI
Julie is not your average HR lady. She’s passionate about the
employee and candidate experience, and she’s here to demystify
the job search process. Julie is a mom and also a hobbyist Android
developer from Pittsburgh, PA.

TERMS
Transferable skills
Skills and abilities you acquire that are relevant and applicable to
many types of jobs or careers.
https://bit.ly/1CRgavB
NOTES
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Move Fast and Break Nothing:
An Intro to Object Oriented
Programming
Mariel Freyre, @tiny_jupiter
WORKSHOP

ABSTRACT
Software developers are simply engineers who work in abstract
spaces. We don’t build robots; rather, we build representations
of robots. In this workshop, attendees will have a chance to apply
principles of object oriented programming to the classic Mars
Rover Kata. We will discover how careful object oriented design
increases velocity of coding and confidence in the code we write.
Additionally, we will work through some of the patterns that make
the implementation of the Mars Rover solution easy to understand.
Writing code is fun! Let’s create some object oriented code from
procedural skeletons in a way that makes writing code delightful and
super fast.
Mariel Freyre, Software Engineer, Etsy
Mariel is a software engineer at Etsy, where she makes tools for
sellers to grow and understand their creative business. She is
passionate about designing extensible, resilient, easy to use code.
When not coding, Mariel can be found playing board games, reading
many books at once, or exploring the great outdoors.

Move Fast and Break
Nothing
Coding Principles
Abstractions help us organize complex
pieces of code. They explain what the code
does and make it easier for others to read.

The Single Responsibility Principle states
that an object in your code should have only
one job.

Code Smells
Long switch statements are lengthy
conditional statements. They can signal an
opportunity to abstract an object.
A piece of code is tightly coupled when it is
difficult to make changes without needing to
edit a lot of the code it depends on.

is hiring!
Interested in joining us? Take our coding challenge at
hr.gs/etsyxcodeland
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Technical Blogging
with Jekyll
Monica Powell, @waterproofheart
WORKSHOP

ABSTRACT
Come learn the basics of publishing and maintaining a blog to host
your technical writing. You will create a static blog and learn how to
host it for free on GitHub Pages. You can expect to walk away being
confident modifying and customizing your blog to better fit your
needs.
Monica Powell, Email Marketing Manager, Jopwell
Monica Powell is a long-time #CodeNewbie who currently
leads e-mail marketing at Jopwell and periodically writes for
FreeCodeCamp, Hacker Noon and Code Like A Girl. Previously, she
co-founded the Athena Digital Design Agency, a student-run web
development agency at Barnard College.

RESOURCES
Technical Blogging with Jekyll slides
Slides for the technical blogging with Jekyll workshop.
http://aboutmonica.com/codeland/jekyll.pdf
GitHub Repository
Workshop repository containing sample Jekyll blog which should
be forked.
https://github.com/M0nica/dactl
Brand Color
Look up the proper hex color for your favorite brands. This is
helpful when styling social icons.
https://brandcolors.net/
Examples of websites that use Jekyll
Documentation Sites
Ruby: https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/
Bootstrap: https://getbootstrap.com/
Blogs/Personal Websites
https://zachholman.com
www.datalogues.com (Monica’s blog!)
https://www.chenhuijing.com/
Font Awesome
Free .svg icons to use on websites for social icons and more.
https://fontawesome.com/icons?d=gallery
Hex Color Finder
Find the hex code of your favorite color with developer tools or this
website.
https://htmlcolorcodes.com/color-picker/
Stock Photos
Pictures are important when blogging. You should never use
photos you do not have the rights to use. Use the sites below to
find photos that are free for reuse.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wocintechchat/ (require attribution
to #WOCinTech)
https://unsplash.com/
https://www.pexels.com/
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Documentation and Tutorials:
Git/GitHub tutorial
https://try.github.io/levels/1/challenges/1
http://girldevelopit.github.io/gdi-featured-git-github/#/
GitHub Pages documentation
https://pages.github.com/
Jekyll tutorials and documentation
https://programminghistorian.org/lessons/building-static-siteswith-jekyll-github-pages
https://jekyllrb.com/docs/home/
https://jekyllrb.com/tutorials/home/

SASS
SASS is a CSS preprocessor language that extends the functionality
of CSS.
https://sass-lang.com/
YAML (Yet Another Markup Language)
A markup language used in Jekyll to generate information for posts
and site wide variables such as metadata and site descriptions.
http://yaml.org/
NOTES

Link to install Git software
https://git-scm.com/downloads
Visual Markdown Editor
See how Markdown renders visually in real-time.
https://markdown-it.github.io/

TERMS
Database
A structured set of data held in a computer, especially one that is
accessible in various ways.
Jekyll
Jekyll is a blog-aware, static site generator written in Ruby.
Liquid
Templating language used by Jekyll to programmatically and
dynamically insert specific content on a page.
https://jekyllrb.com/docs/templates/
https://shopify.github.io/liquid/
Markdown
A markup language which can be used to write the body of posts in
Jekyll.
https://markdown-it.github.io/
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Using Big Data to Improve The
Music Listening Experience

Closing

Paul Lamere, @plamere

Saron Yitbarek, @saronyitbarek

WORKSHOP

TALK

ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

You’ve got 30 million songs in your pocket. Now what? In this
data-driven and demo-laden talk we explore how we can use all types
of music data to help us better understand music and improve the
music listening experience.

Hear from the founder of CodeNewbie and producer of Codeland
on how she first learned to code, what it’s like interviewing so many
amazing coders, and what the future is for CodeNewbie.

Paul Lamere, Director of Developer Platform, Spotify
Paul Lamere works at Spotify, where he spends all his time building
machines to try to figure out what song you really want to listen to
next. When not at work, Paul spends much of his spare time hacking
on music apps including the popular hacks ‘The Infinite Jukebox’, and
‘Girl Talk in a Box’. Paul is a four-time nominee and twice winner of
the MTV O Music Award for Best Music Hack and is the first inductee
into the Music Hacker’s Hall of Fame.
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Saron Yitbarek, Founder, CodeNewbie
Saron is a developer and the founder of CodeNewbie, host of the
CodeNewbie Podcast and Command Line Heroes from Red Hat, and
co-host of the Basecs Podcast.
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We Speak
Your Language
QUICK START GUIDE:
Sign up for your free account:
sparkpo.st/codeland
Add your domain:
app.sparkpost.com/account/sending-domains
Pro Tip: Having a legitimate web presence
at your sending domain increases your
email reputation.
Create your API key:
app.sparkpost.com/account/api-keys
Send your first email. Find a client library for
your favorite language at github.com/sparkpost
Do a happy dance!

Want to connect with us further?
• Follow us on Twitter: @SparkPost
• Hang out in our community Slack: slack.sparkpost.com

Saturday, May 5
DAY TWO

RESOURCES

How To Make Your Website
So Fast It Goes Viral In Japan
Ben Halpern, @bendhalpern
TALK

ABSTRACT
What if you could make a website so fast that hundreds of thousands
of people from the other side of the world couldn’t stop talking about
it? You can, with the help of web performance. Web performance
is a critical element of user experience and accessibility. Ben
shares how his website went viral in Japan, and breaks down the
web performance tools and strategies he used to make it happen.
Regardless of your preferred programming language or framework,
you’ll be able to apply his lessons to your next app.
Ben Halpern, Founder and Webmaster, dev.to
Ben is the founder of dev.to, the online community for software
developers. He leads a team working to build an inclusive
environment for software developers to learn and grow.

Making dev.to Incredibly Fast
One of the articles that drew a lot of attention, but written over a
year ago.
https://dev.to/ben/making-devto-insanely-fast
Solving Imaginary Scaling Issues, at Scale by Laurie Voss
A fun talk going into scaling issues. Scaling and performance are
somewhat related, but this talk might help you find out what you
might not need to worry about.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJByltoGnA8
The average web page is now larger than Doom
An article pointing out how bulky the average web page has
become—comparing it to a classic game.
https://www.pcworld.com/article/3060622/internet/the-averageweb-page-is-now-larger-doom.html
The dev.to tech stack
The libraries and services we use at dev.to.
https://dev.to/ben/the-devto-tech-stack
TERMS
Asynchronous vs. synchronous
Whether one thing waits for another thing to finish before it starts.
Synchronous things run one after another. Asynchronous can run
at the same time.
https://dev.to/zachallann/explain-synchronous-vs-asynchronousin-javascript-like-im-five-3h8c
Content Distribution Network (CDN)
Infrastructure that lets your website be loaded from the closest
possible location to the end-user.
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/cdn/what-is-a-cdn/
Latency
A time interval between the stimulation and response. e.g. time we
wait for a website, CSS file, etc. to load.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latency_(engineering)
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Is Your Debugger Bugging You?
How to Successfully Debug
Your Programs
Dorothy Phoenix, @cloudyheavengms
TALK

ABSTRACT
What do you do when you get assigned a bug with no obvious
pattern that other developers haven’t been able to figure out? You
roll up your sleeves and grab your debugging toolkit! Dorothy walks
us through a particularly stubborn bug she had to resolve, and
breaks down how she got it done -- from the steps that didn’t work,
to the tools and tips that helped her figure it out. So the next time
your compiler spits out a list of show-stopping errors, you’ll have
guidelines for how to get the show back on the road!

RESOURCES
Slides
Downloadable slides from this talk.
https://www.slideshare.net/secret/I9fyPBUJbwByga
Confident Programmer Debugging Guide
An ebook and set of resources to help you improve your
debugging skills even more. To get this item for free as a Codeland
attendee, use this special link, which is good through June 1, 2018.
The coupon code is codeland2018.
https://cloudyheavengames.itch.io/codeland2018
Cross-browser testing
If you have to do any web development, you’ll likely need to test
in several different browsers, which can be a pain. Testing is an
important part of catching and fixing bugs, so this set of modules
will help you become a better web debugger.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Learn/Tools_and_testing/
Cross_browser_testing

Dorothy Phoenix, Business Owner, Game Developer, Computer
Science Tutor, Cloudy Heaven Games

How to Use Web Browser Developer Tools
A good write-up of how to use built-in developer tools for
multiple web browsers. If you’re doing any JavaScript or HTML
development, you’ll want to be familiar with these tools.
https://www.lifewire.com/web-browser-developer-tools-3988965

Dorothy is a game developer and the owner of Cloudy Heaven
Games, a small game development startup. Prior to starting her
company, she worked professionally as a software engineer and
tester. She has experience teaching students, from teenagers to
adults, how to program and make games.

Java Debugging Tips and Techniques
Are you learning Java? Here are some tips specific to debugging
Java code.
https://www.learnhowtoprogram.com/java/java-basics-9a4b2b2a6de4-44b5-9f35-0e506177d73b/java-debugging-techniques-andtips
JavaScript Debugging
A beginner-friendly guide to how to debug JavaScript.
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_debugging.asp
Learn to Debug Using Visual Studio
For C++, C#, and other languages that Visual Studio supports,
here’s a tutorial on how to use the debugger.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/debugger/gettingstarted-with-the-debugger
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TERMS

A Bossy Sort of Voice: Using
natural language processing to
quantify sexism in Harry Potter

Alt Code
A mechanism for writing characters that are not found on a
standard keyboard, achieved by turning on NUM lock, pressing the
ALT key, and entering a numerical code.
https://www.alt-codes.net/
Breakpoint
A marker that tells the debugger to pause program execution at a
particular line. This tool is useful for examining a specific section of
the code to make sure that it’s running as expected.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breakpoint
Debugger
A software feature that allows you to watch what happens as a
program executes to help you figure out the program state during
and prior to a crash. Many development environments (such as
Visual Studio and Eclipse) have a debugger.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2016/07/29/
why-every-developer-should-know-how-to-use-adebugger/#20159bf65115
Source Code
The statements and instructions that a programmer writes in a
programming language to create a program.
https://www.thoughtco.com/source-code-definition-958200
Stack Trace
A list of method or function calls made by a program, printed out
at the time of a crash of exception. In many languages, such as
Java, the list is presented in reverse-chronological order, so the
most recent calls are at the top.
http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/java/java_stack_trace.html

Eleanor Stribling, @eleanorstrib
TALK

ABSTRACT
The Harry Potter series is an incredibly popular franchise that shaped
a generation, but it’s also been critiqued for its sometimes sexist
portrayal of female characters. But how do you prove that this is true,
especially when it feels like such a subjective claim? That’s where tech
comes in. Eleanor shares how to use natural language processing to
analyze and quantify biased language in the series, giving us a taste
of the wide reach and application of NPL.

Eleanor Stribling, Principal PM Manager, Microsoft
Eleanor has been a software product manager in tiny startups, a
mid-size public company, and a major tech company. Her passion
for data-driven decision making and inter-disciplinary study has
resulted in a stint in a programming bootcamp, AI and deep learning
study through Udacity, a BA in Political Science from the University of
Toronto, and an MBA from MIT. Born and raised in Toronto, she lives
in San Francisco with her family.

NOTES
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RESOURCES
Project Repository
Includes all of the code seen in the talk and links to resources and
a companion blog post.
https://github.com/eleanorstrib/potter
Articles about Harry Potter and gender:
Dresang, Eliza T. “Hermione Granger and the Heritage of
Gender”. The Ivory Tower and Harry Potter: Perspectives
on a Literary Phenomenon. Ed. Lana A. Whited. Columbia, MO:
University of MIssouri Press, 2004. 211-242. Print.
Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/Ivory-Tower-Harry-PotterPerspectives/dp/0826215491
Heilman, Elizabeth E. and Donaldson, Trevor. “From Sexist to
(Almost) Feminist: Representations of Gender in the Harry
Potter Series”, Critical Perspectives on Harry Potter, Second
Edition. Ed. Elizabeth E. Heilman. New York: Routledge, 2009. 185220. eBook.
Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/Critical-Perspectives-PotterElizabeth-Heilman-ebook/dp/B001OMWIOO
Smith, Anne Collins. “Harry Potter, Radical Feminism and
the Power of Love”. The Ultimate Harry Potter and Philosophy:
Hogwarts for Muggles. Ed. William Irwin, Ed. Gregory Basham. New
York: Wiley, 2010. 187-216. Print.
Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/Ultimate-Harry-PotterPhilosophy-Hogwarts/dp/0470398256
“Gothic Color”
A talk that Eleanor and Caroline Winter gave at PyCon 2017 on
using Python to analyze color evoked in Gothic literature along
with companion site.
https://youtu.be/3dDtACSYVx0 (talk)
https://bit.ly/2EmeaUo (companion site)

TERMS
Digital humanities
Academic field focused on applying computational techniques to
humanities subjects, like history, literature and philosophy.
Stanford Humanities Center: http://shc.stanford.edu/digitalhumanities
CUNY Digital Humanities Resource Guide: https://wiki.commons.
gc.cuny.edu/Sample_Projects/
Jupyter Notebook
Open source web app used to create and share code and
visualization samples that can be run in a browser; works with
multiple programming languages.
http://jupyter.org/
Natural Language Processing Toolkit (NLTK)
Collection of libraries, texts and algorithms to analyze human
language using the Python programming language.
Documentation: https://www.nltk.org/
NLTK Book: http://www.nltk.org/book/
pyplot
Module in the Matplotlib library for Python for creating data
visualizations.
Documentation: https://matplotlib.org/api/pyplot_api.html
Python
A programming language used for this project.
Python Software Foundation: https://www.python.org/

NOTES

“Valuing Fans” essay
Mentioned in the “about me” section for you media studies nerds.
http://spreadablemedia.org/essays/stribling/#.WscAXtPwYYE
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Creating My Own Gulpbased Email Workflow
Tori Pugh, @teekatwo
TALK

ABSTRACT

RESOURCES
A Tutorial for JavaScript’s Task Runner
This article is old (from 2013) but it gives you an overview of Grunt
and how it’s setup.
http://www.brianchu.com/blog/2013/07/11/grunt-by-example-atutorial-for-javascripts-task-runner/
GitHub Repo - Gulp Email Workflow
This is the repo Tori used to start her own workflow. The major
differences are in not using the css/sass portion and not using
PostCSS.
https://github.com/ireade/gulp-email-workflow

What do you do when you need to send a ton of emails and you don’t
have the right tools to get it done? You build your own. Tori shares
how she used put her problem solving skills to work by learning
Node, Gulp and Nunjucks to create her perfect email workflow. Even
though Tori’s an ‘email geek,’ this isn’t really a story about email. It’s a
story of hitting a wall, and building a tool to break it down, even when
you’re a newbie.

Grunt and Gulp
The two more commonly used task runners.
https://gruntjs.com/ & https://gulpjs.com/

Tori Pugh, Designer/Developer, VP-Designs

How To Harness The Machines: Being Productive With Task
Runners
Task runners are the heroes (or villains, depending on your point
of view) that quietly toil behind most web and mobile applications.
Task runners provide value through the automation of numerous
development tasks such as concatenating files, spinning up
development servers and compiling code.
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2016/06/harness-machinesproductive-task-runners/

Tori is a designer and developer. She is a self-taught coder who
works hard to solve problems and bridge design and development
thinking. She never stops learning and is always curious about new
technologies.

Gulp Email Workflow
Tori’s workflow layout using Gulp and Nunjucks to create templates
and using JSON files to manage the data.
https://github.com/vpugh/Gulp-Email-Workflow

How to Modularize HTML Using Template Engines and Gulp
Template Engines are tools that help us break HTML code into
smaller pieces that we can reuse across multiple HTML files. They
also give you the power to feed data into variables that help you
simplify your code.
https://zellwk.com/blog/nunjucks-with-gulp/
Litmus
A service for creating and testing emails. You can test emails in
80+ browsers and services. Many additional features include link
testing, syncing emails with email providers, error catching, design
and development assistance.
https://litmus.com/
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Litmus Live
An email design and development conference. Become a better
email marketer with real-world advice, best practices, and practical
takeaways.
https://litmus.com/conference
Node (Node.js)
Node.js® is a JavaScript runtime built on Chrome’s V8 JavaScript
engine. Node.js uses an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that
makes it lightweight and efficient.
https://nodejs.org/en/
NPM
NPM is the package manager for JavaScript and the world’s
largest software registry. Discover packages of reusable code and
assemble them in powerful new ways.
https://www.npmjs.com/
The Advantages of Using Task Runners
If you have ever worked with code you’ve probably heard the
phrase, “Keep it DRY” or “Don’t Repeat Yourself”. In other words,
if you have to do something repeatedly, find a way to do it more
efficiently, typically with less code.
https://www.dbswebsite.com/blog/2015/02/24/the-advantages-ofusing-task-runners/
What Exactly is GitHub Anyway
A brief breakdown of GitHub and how it works.
https://techcrunch.com/2012/07/14/what-exactly-is-githubanyway/
What is a Task Runner?
A task runner is exactly what it sounds like, a program that can
execute tasks based on specific criteria. Common usages are to set
up a task that runs every time a certain file is changed (or group
of files) so you don’t have to explicitly recompile every time, or to
restart a server every time you restart the database.
https://www.quora.com/What-is-task-runner
Why Use a Task Runner Like Gulp
Gives a very brief breakdown of the power of Gulp and what it can
be used for.
https://appendto.com/2015/08/why-use-a-task-runner-like-gulp/
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TERMS
Concatenate
To combine multiple files into one file, in terms of files to place on
the web. Can be done with CSS or JS (JavaScript) files. This reduces
the amount of downloads for a website and speeds up the loading
of the page.
Git
The purpose of Git is to manage a project, or a set of files, as they
change over time. Git stores this information in a data structure
called a repository. A git repository contains, among other things,
the following: A set of commit objects. A set of references to
commit objects, called heads.
https://www.sbf5.com/~cduan/technical/git/git-1.shtml
GitHub
GitHub is a Git repository hosting service, but it adds many of its
own features. While Git is a command line tool, GitHub provides
a Web-based graphical interface. It also provides access control
and several collaboration features, such as a wikis and basic task
management tools for every project.
https://techcrunch.com/2012/07/14/what-exactly-is-githubanyway/
JavaScript Templating
A fast and efficient technique to render client-side templates
with JavaScript using a JSON data source. The template is HTML
markup, peppered with tags that will either insert variables or run
programming logic.
https://www.newmediacampaigns.com/blog/javascript-templatesand-how-we-use-them-in-hifi
JSON files
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange
format. It is easy for humans to read and write. It is easy for
machines to parse and generate. It is based on a subset of the
JavaScript Programming Language, Standard ECMA-262 3rd
Edition - December 1999. JSON is a text format that is completely
language independent but uses conventions that are familiar to
programmers of the C-family of languages, including C, C++, C#,
Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, and many others. These properties
make JSON an ideal data-interchange language.
https://www.json.org/
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Modular Layout
Modular design, or “modularity in design”, is a design approach
that subdivides a system into smaller parts called modules or
skids, that can be independently created and then used in different
systems.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modular_design
Repo (GitHub Repository)
Both Git and GitHub refer to this as a repository, or “repo” for
short, a digital directory or storage space where you can access
your project, its files, and all the versions of its files that Git saves.
A Readme file is usually a text file that explains a bit about the
project.
https://readwrite.com/2013/09/30/understanding-github-ajourney-for-beginners-part-1/
Templating Languages
Some examples of PHP and JS templating languages. Tori uses
Nunjucks but there are so many other options.
PHP Templating:
• Dwoo http://dwoo.org/
• Twig https://twig.symfony.com/
JavaScript Templating:
• Nunjucks https://mozilla.github.io/nunjucks/
• Mustache https://github.com/janl/mustache.js
• Handlebars http://handlebarsjs.com/
• EJS http://ejs.co/
• Pug Jade https://github.com/pugjs/pug

Code and Community
Anil Dash, @anildash
FIRESIDE CHAT

ABSTRACT
We talk to Anil about how his team at Fog Creek optimizes for
inclusion when building products, and how Glitch’s features and
functionality help nurture a kind and welcoming coding community.
Anil Dash, CEO, Fog Creek
Anil Dash is an entrepreneur, activist and writer recognized as one of
the most prominent voices advocating for a more humane, inclusive
and ethical technology industry. He is the CEO of Fog Creek Software,
the independent New York City tech company that incubated
landmark startups like Trello and Stack Overflow, and created Glitch,
the friendly new community that helps anyone make the app of their
dreams.

NOTES
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RESOURCES

Optimize Prime: More
Pixels Than Meets The Eye
Henri Helvetica, @HenriHelvetica
TALK

ABSTRACT
Time to first byte and navigation timing are a few of many metrics
used in web performance. Optimize Prime is a talk about the old and
new image formats available, the impact on rendering and ux, the
tools to oversee their mismanagement, the and need to address a
worldly audience.
Henri Helvetica, Web Performance Advocate, Freelancer
A French speaking Canadian, born of proud Haitian heritage, Henri
is a freelance front end developer who has turned his interests to
a mélange of site performance engineering and pinches of user
experience. When not parsing the daily deluge of research docs
or profiling sites in devtools, he’s planning the next performance
meetup for web professionals.

Exif data study
The study referenced in the talk.
http://bit.ly/2c0cd7U
HTTP Archive
An incredible resource on how the web is built.
http://bit.ly/2veZcAm
Image formats
More detail on the most popular image formats.
• GIF: http://bit.ly/2GZZ11h
• PNG: http://bit.ly/2qxXm8N
• SVG: http://bit.ly/2HpMlAa
• WEBP: http://bit.ly/2qBu9cu
• JPG: http://bit.ly/2H0vYXn
Images -vs- battery
Research study on the impact of not only images, but other
resources on battery life.
https://stanford.io/2ve0Xh3
Mobile connections across the globe
This article references the world map mentioned in the talk.
http://bit.ly/2aA7J2B
Picking the correct format
A doc on how to pick the correct image format.
http://bit.ly/2EREGW4
TERMS
Chrome devtools
A set of web developer tools built directly into the Google Chrome
browser to help you diagnose problems quickly.
http://bit.ly/2ITzGT8
Client hints
An extensible and configurable set of HTTP request header fields.
Read more about what they are and how to use them.
http://bit.ly/2H3uqeU
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Exif data
EXIF stands for Exchangeable Image File, and the data provided can
be stored to JPEG, RAW and TIFF image file formats.
http://bit.ly/2ELOWio

Application of Data Science in
Livestock Disease Diagnosis

Heif
HEIF stands for High Efficiency Image Format, and is a more
streamlined way to store image files. Using advanced, modern
compression methods, it allows digital photographs to be created
in smaller files sizes, all while retaining higher image quality than
its JPEG alternative.
http://bit.ly/2qsJgFN
Image optim
Removes bloated metadata, saves disk space and bandwidth by
compressing images without losing quality.
https://imageoptim.com/
Jpeg 2000
An image compression standard and coding system that’s an Apple
supported format.
http://bit.ly/2qxXKTO
Jpeg xr
A still-image compression standard and file format for continuous
tone photographic images, based on technology originally
developed and patented by Microsoft under the name HD Photo.
http://bit.ly/2JNDTJ7
Lighthouse
An open-source, automated tool for improving the quality of web
pages by doing audits for performance, accessibility, progressive
web apps, and more.
http://bit.ly/2HqmEzy

Aman Irshad, @amanirshd
TALK

ABSTRACT
Livestock are an important part of sustainable human life, but in
parts of the world, caring for them and keeping them healthy is
incredibly difficult. How can technology help? Aman shares how
her team has combined the experience of vet experts with the
discriminative power of algorithmic approaches to correctly identify
and diagnose livestock diseases in Pakistan.
Aman Irshad, Systems Administrator, Lahore University of
Management and Sciences
Aman is a 23-year-old computer scientist who is immensely
passionate about research in the field of Computer Vision, Data
Science and Machine Learning and their application in the real world.

Picture tag
An MDN reference to the picture tag and usage.
https://mzl.la/2vkzESo
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It’s Never Been A Better
Time to Learn Layout CSS

Slides
Slides for this talk.
https://goo.gl/kaAxgY

Jen Simmons, @jensimmons

Decision Tree Classifier
Read more about how to build a DT classifier.
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html
Partitioning Data Set
Learn more about testing and training sets and about their
partitioning.
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_
selection.train_test_split.html
TERMS
Anaconda
A free and open source distribution of the Python and R
programming languages for large-scale data processing, predictive
analytics, and scientific computing, that aims to simplify package
management and deployment.
https://anaconda.org/anaconda/python
Jupyter Notebook
Project Jupyter exists to develop open-source software, openstandards, and services for interactive computing across dozens of
programming languages.
https://anaconda.org/anaconda/python
NumPy
NumPy is the fundamental package for scientific computing with
Python.
http://www.numpy.org/
Scikit-learn
Simple and efficient tools for data mining and data analysis in
Python.
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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ABSTRACT
Figuring out how to build page layouts used to be the hardest part
of CSS. In recent years, many developers didn’t even try — we
outsourced the pain to frameworks like Bootstrap instead. Designers
have gotten stuck thinking every website should use the same 12
column grid. Developers are fixed on specific coding techniques as
being the only correct ones. Well, everything just changed.
With CSS Grid and many other new specifications, CSS has matured
into a powerful toolset for graphic design. And newbies are at an
advantage. New designers have a fresh eye. New developers don’t
have to unlearn bad habits. Hiring managers need people who
have these skills. Everyone is just getting started. For a moment, the
playing field is level. There’s literally never been a better time to learn
how to create layouts on the web.
Jen Simmons, Designer and Developer Advocate, Mozilla
Jen is a Designer and Developer Advocate at Mozilla, where she
advocates for web standards and researches the coming revolution
in graphic design on the web. She’s spoken at events including
SXSW, An Event Apart, Fluent, Generate, Future of Web Design, and
Respond. Her talk, Modern Layouts: Getting Out of Our Ruts, was
awarded Best Conference Presentation at CSS Dev Conf 2014.
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Slides
Slides for this talk.
speakerdeck.com/jensimmons
Layout Land YouTube series
Jen created a YouTube channel called Layout Land where she
teaches CSS Grid, Flexbox, graphic design on the web and much
more.
https://youtube.com/layoutland
Places to find Jen:
• Twitter: @jensimmons
• Web: jensimmons.com
• Instagram: @jensimmons

CSS Grid
CSS Grid is an exciting new way to layout content or interfaces on a
web page.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/CSS_Grid_
Layout
Flexbox
Flexbox is another new(ish) way to layout content or interfaces on
the web. It works differently than CSS Grid. Both are useful.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/CSS_Flexible_
Box_Layout

NOTES

TERMS
CSS
The web is a 3-part sandwich. HTML brings all the content, the
interface, the forms. CSS styles everything — it tells the browser
how things should look, including color, typography, sizing,
layout, etc. JavaScript is for adding fancy extras, advanced ways to
capture behavior and interaction and more. Even if you are using
something else, say a framework like React, you are actually using
HTML, CSS, & JS.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS
CSS Working Group
All CSS exists because it’s written up in technical documents
created by “the CSS Working Group”. These technical documents,
called “web standards”, specify everything particular CSS can
do, including how bugs work. The CSSWG has many members,
including Mozilla, Apple, Google, and Microsoft, and everything
is done by consensus. This means all the major browser makers
agree on exactly how new CSS, HTML, and JS will work. Work on the
CSS specifications happens on GitHub. Anyone is welcome to read
and comment on issues.
https://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/Overview.en.html
https://github.com/w3c/csswg-drafts/issues
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How To Learn To Code When You
Have No Time And No Money
Colleen Schnettler, @leenyburger
TALK

ABSTRACT
It seems like the ”code newbie to full time job in three months”
stories are everywhere. But for Colleen, the reality of being a military
spouse and parent of three with very little time and money meant
that learning how to code was a slower and more challenging
process than those three-month success stories suggest. She shares
how she went from code newbie to freelance developer, and the
three-step process she developed along the way. If you’re balancing
full-time jobs, bills, and families, and you’re learning to code with
limited resources, this is the story of patience and persistence that’ll
encourage you on your own journey.

Coursera Ruby on Rails Course
The Coursera courses Colleen took on Ruby on Rails.
https://www.coursera.org/specializations/ruby-on-rails
Getting involved in open source
Awesome projects for first timers.
https://github.com/MunGell/awesome-for-beginners
Michael Hartl’s Ruby on Rails Book
Colleen’s favorite resource for learning Rails!
https://www.railstutorial.org/
Skillcrush Break Into Tech Blueprint ($$)
The initial Skillcrush course Colleen took as a “gentle introduction”
to web development.
https://skillcrush.com/skillcrush-blueprints/#our-blueprints
Tech roles
A list of 41 job titles (back end, front end, etc.), what they do, and
how much they pay.
https://skillcrush.com/2015/03/05/41-tech-job-titles/
TERMS

Colleen Schnettler, Freelance Ruby on Rails Developer,
Bitmapped Designs LLC
Colleen Schnettler is a former corporate systems engineer
enthusiastically pursuing a new career as a software developer. She
is a military spouse, stay at home mother of three young children,
and a self taught programmer. She is active in the open source
community and recently landed her first freelance client!

Open Source
Open source is software with source code that anyone can inspect,
modify, and enhance.
Ruby on Rails
An open source framework for web development in Ruby.
http://rubyonrails.org/
NOTES
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What’s in a Button? UI
Engineering and Building
Component Libraries
Bonnie Zhou, @bonniezzzhou
TALK

ABSTRACT
Building user interfaces goes beyond the pixels you see on the
screen. There’s plenty of engineering complexity in building UI that’s
easy to use, easy to customize, and provides user delight. We’ll start
with very simple components and extend them to use animations
and multiple elements, while discussing the technical challenges that
we might run into along the way.
Bonnie Zhou, Software Engineer, Google
Bonnie Zhou is a software engineer at Google building open-sourced
web components for Material Design. She loves to talk about making
education accessible, diversity in tech, and recently, thoughtful
design. In her spare time, she is either leveling up in dance or
spreading the magic of computer science.

RESOURCES
Slides
Slides from this presentation.
https://bit.ly/2vew1NL
Material Components for the web
The component library Bonnie works on, used as examples in her
presentation.
https://material.io/components/web/

TERMS
Components
In design, this refers to conceptual pieces/widgets of a UI, e.g.
buttons, text fields, layouts, forms, checkboxes, etc. In code, this
can refer to either the conceptual piece of UI or the code that
builds it.
Pseudo-class (in CSS)
Keywords to define a special state of a CSS selector, e.g. hover,
focus, active.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/Pseudo-classes
User Interface (UI)
Everything designed into a device that a user interacts with, e.g.
clicks, hovers on, presses on, etc.

NOTES
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Thank You
Exhibit Hall
Join us for light snacks, music, and community
time! Connect with speakers, stop by exhibitor
tables, and make new friends during our first
Exhibit Hall. Happening Saturday afternoon before
closing remarks. No signup needed.

REVIEW COMMITTEE
Thank you to these wonderful people for helping review applications for
scholarships and speakers.
Sarah Mei, Adrienne Lowe, Courteney Ervin, Johnny Austin, Adam
Cuppy, Maria Naggaga, Emily Xie, Alex Kallaway, La Vesha Parker,
Stephanie Hurlburt, Anjuan Simmons, Stephanie Slattery, Christina
Morillo, Angel Jose, Andy Croll, Avi Gilligan, Elizabeth Mesley, Jess
Rudder, Lisa Rosenfelt, Mehul Kar

SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
Thank you to these amazing humans for helping us make the conference
accessible to more people!
Josh Watzman, Jason Grant, Daniel Shiffman, Mariel Frank, Eleanor
Stribling, Taylor Barnett, Adam Phair

SPONSORS

Career Station
Sign up for a 15-minute time slot to talk to one of
our career mentors! Bring your resume, portfolio,
and any questions about building a career in tech.
Sign up at the registration table at Codeland.
Limited spots available.

Thank you to these incredible organizations for supporting our
community and making the conference possible!
GitHub, Etsy, Flatiron School, SparkPost, MongoDB, Flatiron Health,
WeightWatchers, Linode, Skillcrush, Travis CI, Balsamiq, Qualcomm,
Condé Nast Technology. Thank you to Microsoft and Maria Naggaga
for hosting.
A very special thank you to Crystal Crawford for all her amazing work
on Codeland and being the best Eva.

